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The CSDR Settlement Discipline Regime (SDR) comes into force on 1st February 2022. From 
that date on firms need to be ready to process Cash Penalties and Mandatory Buy-ins.  
 
As practitioners, TORI understand the challenges that will arise and the need for effective 
preparation. Firms need to prepare as much as they can. Unexpected consequences will emerge, 
so firms need to be in the best place possible. Operations functions need to make sure they don’t 
impact Front Office performance and need the skills, agility, and resources to be able to react.

 
 
Our SDR solution components reflect this:

1. CSDR SDR Readiness Assessment: a short piece of  work that gives an expert, 
independent view to ensure that the firm’s preparation appropriate for the impact 
that the regime will have

2. Fails Reduction (number and duration): settlements made on Intended Settlement 
Date (ISD) won’t ever be subject to cash penalties or mandatory buy-ins

3. Cash Penalty Processing: validating and allocating debit and credit penalties 
efficiently in line with client and regulatory expectations 

4. Buy-in Processing: managing mandatory and voluntary buy-ins and cash flows, 
both buying in and being bought in

 
There is general industry agreement and acceptance of  the regime’s goals and the cash penalties.

There is a continuing challenge to the mandatory buy-in (MBI) component. The background to 
this and our proposed approach are covered in the Buy-in Processing Solution Description below.
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The deliverables are:
• A draft readiness assessment
• The results workshop
• A report including the impact analysis and a high level plan of  agreed activities to 

a. Reduce the number and duration of  fails
b. Prepare for and process cash penalties and buy-ins

TORI CSDR SOLUTION DESCRIPTIONS
 
CSDR SDR Readiness Assessment
TORI’s CSDR Readiness Assessment is a short piece of  work that gives an expert, independent 
view of  the firm’s preparations for the Settlement Discipline Regime. 

This includes: 

• How the regime will impact the firm (the number of  fails and buy-ins, cash penalties, 
causes, client impact, etc)

• The activities needed to address the causes of  fails 
• The activities needed to be ready to process debit and credit cash penalties, including 

internal and external pass-ons, ensuring compliance with regulatory and contractual 
obligations

• The activities needed to be ready to process mandatory buy-ins, both where doing 
the buying in and where being bought in, ensuring compliance with regulatory and 
contractual obligations

• Other areas impacted (eg client onboarding, 3rd party provider contracts and SLAs, 3rd 
party management)
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Fails Reduction (number and duration)
CSDR SDR is both a change the bank and run the bank project. TORI can lead, support, and 
advise on projects to reduce fails. Its consultants have extensive experience as practitioners, 
understanding and addressing issues. This includes managing 3rd party suppliers.

Specific activities depend on the nature of the firm’s business, its operating model, 
and current causes but projects should consider:

• Front to back booking models, including outsourced functions
◊ Are these properly understood, firms have often historically taken a piecemeal 

approach to dealing with front to back processing challenges?
◊ What is causing the fails, what is needed to address them? This could include 

changes to 3rd party agreements, SLAs, and SLA management processes
◊ Are there opportunities to improve efficiency, collaboration, communication, 

standardisation?
• Trade confirmation improvements and focus can both reduce the number of  fails and 

improve management of  fails that do occur
• Business case for investment, including technology and data quality

◊ There will now be a direct cost associated with inaccurate / incorrectly 
formatted / late SSIs and trade details 

◊ This new, direct and attributable cost means that errors and issues become 
someone’s fault

• Changing processes to remove links that cause breaks
• Data quality and governance, including boundaries 
• Pro-active steps to avoid getting caught up in a claim culture (contracts, SLAs, MI, etc)
• Education. Are all parties, internally and externally, clear about their responsibilities?

The deliverables can include:
• Front to back documentation
• Process and control design and documentation
• 3rd party provider assessment, including identifying and implementing changes
• SLA and MI review, including identifying and implementing changes
• Data quality and governance review, including identifying and addressing issues
• Training and education programmes
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Cash Penalty Processing
The aim of  the legislation is to reduce fails. However fails will still occur and the penalties that 
result will need to be processed. Cash penalty reporting will be received daily from 2nd February 
2022. These reports need to be validated and allocated in line with the firm’s policy, with 
appropriate reporting and MI to provide an audit trail and resolve disputes. For a firm with 250 
fails / day and 3 CSD/CCP/Custodian relationships this will involve over 60 reports per month 
and more than 5,000 debit and credit penalties. 

TORI can lead, support, and advise on projects to help manage cash penalty 
processing. This includes:

• Allocation and validation policies

• Contractual changes needed including clients, trade and custody agreements, SLAs

• Managing daily and monthly reporting received

• Validation and allocation processes

• Internal and external reporting and MI

• Dispute management

• SLA management

The deliverables can include:
• Approved and documented validation and allocation policies and processes
• Automated, exception-based processing of  daily and monthly penalty reports
• Root cause MI and management
• SLA MI and management
• Internal and external client reporting and dispute management processes
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Buy-in Processing
Mandatory buy-ins (MBIs) are the most contentious part of  CSDR SDR. They change the 
economics of  the original transaction and consequently there is continuing pressure to change 
this part of  the regime. 

Most recently, 16 trade associations sent a letter to the European Commission and 
ESMA asking for a delay for MBIs. In summary, the reasons for the request are:

• Negative impact on European Capital Markets: reduced market liquidity and 
disproportionately increased costs for issuers and investors

• Implementation and operating costs and risks: processing MBIs is going to be complex 
and expensive and there isn’t sufficient information to prepare properly in the time 
available. In addition to cost this means legal uncertainty for both EU and non-EU 
investors 

This means that there is some uncertainty around how firms should prepare for 
MBIs. We think that the choices open to firms can be broadly categorised as:

Our recommendation for MBIs is option 2 (plan for the worst). This carries some risks, but these 
can be addressed as part of  the planning process. This option also provides the most flexibility 
if  the response sits somewhere between the current proposed requirement and the request (for 
example, if  the outcome is to retain the MBI requirement but change it in some way: remove  
the need to appoint a buying-in agent, allow pass-ons, significantly lengthen the extension  
period, etc).

TORI can help with projects to manage buy-in processing. This includes:
• Processes and Controls - Each mandatory buy-in creates a complex event that needs to 

be processed. These will have multiple touchpoints, internally and externally, multiple 
steps, variations, and will be manual with the associated costs and risks of  errors

• Processing and Control Infrastructure: Resources, Systems and Testing
• Contractual pre-requisites (buying in agent, clients)  

The deliverables include:
• Processes and Controls to support voluntary and mandatory buy-in processing
• The necessary processing and control infrastructure, including resources and MI
• Contractual pre-requisites in place

Prepare for the worst

1

Plan for the worst

2

Hope for the best
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